FADE IN:

INT. MILITARY RESEARCH FACILITY – NIGHT
ARIZONA DESERT

SCIENTISTS WORK AFTER HOURS ON A BRAND NEW TYPE OF
SUPER SOLDIER FOR THE U.S. MILITARY. IN A CASKET-LIKE
FREEZER AT THE FRONT OF THE LABORATORY LIES THE
FIRST SPECIMEN.

FEMALE SCIENTIST
Gentlemen, here is your first super
Soldier, Cyborg #238.

THE SCIENTIST AND THREE MILITARY GENERALS IS VIEWING
THE SPECIMEN. THROUGH THE GLASS THE GENERALS LEAN
FOR A CLOSER LOOK AT THE FIRST RESULT OF THEIR
$6 BILLION DOLLAR INVESTMENT.

GEN. ATNER
Outstanding.

GENERAL #2
When will the rest of them be
Ready?

SUDDENLY THE CYBORG KICKS THE LID OFF OF ITS FREEZER.
EVERYONE IN THE LAB IS SURPRISED.

GENERAL #3
That was quick.

FEMALE SCIENTIST
No! It isn’t ready, yet. Call
Security!
THE ALARM IS SOUNDED AS THE NAKED CYBORG LEAPS FROM THE FROZEN CASKET. THE FEMALE SCIENTIST AND THE THREE GENERALS STEP BACK FROM THE CYBORG.

GEN. ATNER
Get out now!

ALL OF THE SCIENTISTS EXIT THE LAB. THE CYBORG LOOK AROUND ANALYZING ITS SURROUNDINGS. ONE OF THE GENERALS APPROACH THE CYBORG FACE-TO-FACE.

GENERAL #2
You are going to make a fine Soldier.

THE CYBORG GRABS THE GENERAL BY HIS NECK, AND THROWS HIM ACROSS THE LAB.

GEN. ATNER
Fuck!

GENERAL #3
I got him!

BEFORE THE GENERAL COULD PULL OUT HIS GUN, HE IS SHOVED INTO GENERAL ATNER. THE CYBORG TOUCHES THE METALLIC INTERIOR BENEATH ITS RUBBER SKIN.

CYBORG
What have you done to me?

JUST THEN A GROUP OF ARMED SOLDIERS ENTER THE LAB. THE CYBORG TURNS ITS ATTENTION TO THEM. GUNS ARE AIMED AT THE CYBORG.

SOLDIER #1
Put your hands behind your Head!

THE CYBORG STARTS WALKING TOWARD THE SOLDIERS.

SOLDIER #1
Fire!
THE ARMED SOLDIERS FIRE ROUNDS OF AMMUNITION AT THE APPROACHING CYBORG. BUT THE BULLETS ONLY TEAR OFF PIECES OF RUBBER SKIN, EXPOSING THE CYBORG’S STEELE INTERIOR. THE SOLDIERS DROP THEIR GUNS, AND ATTEMPT TO FIGHT THE CYBORG.

SOLDIER #1
Take him down!

A SOLDIER RUSHES THE CYBORG WITH A KICK, AND GETS SLAMMED. A SOLDIER THROWS A PUNCH, AND GETS HIS ARM BROKEN. THE CYBORG FLIPS ANOTHER SOLDIER ON TO HIS BACK. TWO SOLDIERS GET TACKLED AT THE SAME TIME. A SOLDIER IS GRABBED AND THROWN INTO THREE OTHERS. ONE SOLDIER STABS THE CYBORG, ONLY TO GET HIS NECK SNAPPED.

THE CYBORG LEAVES THE LAB WEARING ONE OF THE FALLEN SOLDIER’S UNIFORMS. THE CYBORG EXITS THROUGH A HOLE IT PUNCHED IN THE WALL. THE CYBORG FLEES THE FACILITY GROUNDS IN A STOLEN ARMY VEHICLE.
INT. GEN. ATNER’S OFFICE – DAY  
U.S. MILITARY BASE  
DETROIT CITY, MICHIGAN  

TO DEAL WITH THE ESCAPED CYBORG SITUATION,  
GENERAL ATNER HAS CALLED TWO MILITARY  
special agents into his office: agents LUKE  
Canon and Jack VIPER. CANON AND VIPER ARE  
HERE TO TRACK DOWN AND RETRIEVE THE CYBORG.  

GEN. ATNER  
I’m pleased to see you men  
This morning. 4 AM this morning  
In Arizona a specimen escaped from  
The military research facility. The  
Project, Cyborg #238 is the first  
Result produced as apart of a $6  
Billion dollar project by the military.  

VIPER  
Cyborg?  

GEN. ATNER  
Yes. These cyborgs are at some  
Point going to replace human  
Soldiers. That project that  
Escaped is the first cyborg.  
And you two are going to  
Track our property down,  
And return it to the Arizona  
Research facility. You two are  
The best, so I expect results.  
Got it?  

CANON  
Got it.  

VIPER  
Got it.  

GENERAL ATNER TAKES OUT A CASE, AND PLACES IT  
ON HIS DESK. HE OPENS IT UP. INSIDE ARE TWO  
digital watches.
GEN. ATNER
These are your satellite
Watches. They're connected
To the satellite tracking the
Cyborg. These will help you.

CANON AND VIPER PUT ON THEIR WATCHES.

VIPER
High tech.

GEN. ATNER
The stolen vehicle used to
Elude the facility was found
30 minutes ago 40 miles from
Tucson. Use those devices to
Capture and return Cyborg #238
To us. Is that clear?

VIPER
Yes, sir.

CANON
Yes, sir.
EXT. PUBLIC PARK – NIGHT
TUCSON, ARIZONA

THE CYBORG WONDERS INTO THE MIX OF AN OUTDOOR COLLEGE FRATERNITY PARTY IN THE LOCAL PARK. THE 15 COLLEGE STUDENTS STARE AT THE CYBORG, WHO’S EXPOSED INSIDES SCARE EVERYONE.

STUDENT #1
Hey, freak, who are you?

THE CYBORG SAYS NOTHING.

STUDENT #1
What happen to you? You Look all fucked up.

STUDENT #2
You an escaped mental patient Or something?

THE STUDENTS LAUGH.

STUDENT #3
I have an idea. Let’s kick his Ass for being strange.

THE STUDENTS BEGIN TO CLOSE IN ON THE CYBORG. BUT IT PULLS OUT A PISTOL THAT STOPS THE STUDENTS IN THEIR TRACKS. IT POINTS THE GUN AT THEM.

STUDENT #1
He’s got a gun!

THE CYBORG FIRES MULTIPLE SHOTS, AND ALL IS SILENT.
INT. MAIN STREET GUN SHOP – NIGHT

THE CYBORG HAS BROKEN INTO A CLOSED GUN SHOP. INSIDE THE CYBORG GATHERS AN ASSORTMENT OF WEAPONS. ALL FROM HAND GUNS TO GRENADES. THE CYBORG CATCHES A GLIMPSE OF ITSELF IN A MIRROR. IT BECOMES INFURIATED AT WHAT IT SEES. IT PUNCHES THE MIRROR OUT.

EXT. ON THE ROAD – DAY

CANON AND VIPER IS FAST APPROACHING TUCSON IN A YELLOW HUMMER. CANON IS DRIVING.

VIPER
Speed it up, Luke. We don’t want To lose him.

CANON
Don’t have to tell me twice, Jack.

THE HUMMER PICKS UP SPEED.

INT. MAIN STREET GUN SHOP – DAY

IT IS MORNING, AND IN WALKS THE SHOP OWNER.

SHOP OWNER
Time to open, yes indeed.

HE IS SHOCKED TO SEE THE CYBORG POINTING A GUN AT HIM.

SHOP OWNER
What are you doing in my store?

THE CYBORG SHOOTS AND KILLS THE SHOP OWNER.
EXT. ON THE ROAD – DAY
ENTERING TUCSON

CANON AND VIPER JUST ARRIVE IN TUCSON.

EXT. MAIN STREET – DAY

ON MAIN STREET, POLICE IS LOCKED IN BATTLE WITH THE CYBORG, WHO’S PACKING QUITE AN ASSENAL OF WEAPONS. IT USES A ROCKET LAUNCHER TO BLOW UP A POLICE CAR. THE SWAT TRUCK ARRIVES ON THE SCENE, ONLY TO BE BLOWN UP BY A ROCKET. BULLETS HIT THE CYBORG, BUT BOUNCE OFF OF ITS STEELE INNERS. THE COPS ARE OVERWHELMED, AS THEY GET CITIZENS OUT OF HARM’S WAY. A COP SHOOTS THE CYBORG DIRECTLY IN THE HEAD. BUT NO HARM IS DONE.

COP #1
What the fuck?

THE CYBORG THROWS A GRENADE THAT BLOWS UP A POLICE CAR ALONG WITH A FEW COPS. CANON AND VIPER ARRIVE ON THE SCENE. THEY GET OUT OF THE HUMMER.

CANON
What’s happening here?

COP #1
Who are you?

CANON AND VIPER BOTH FLASH THEIR IDENTIFICATION TO THE OFFICER.

VIPER
We’re special agents for the U.S. Military. Now where is The threat?

COP #1
(POINTING) Up there.

THE CYBORG IS NOW UP ON THE 40 FOOT WATER
TOWER DANGLING AN OLD LADY FROM THE EDGE.

VIPER
I’m going up.

VIPER GOES OVER TO THE TOWER’S LADDER,
UNDERNEATH IT.

COP #1
What’s he doing?

CANON
His job. Now sit back and
Watch.

VIPER MAKES IT TO THE TOP OF THE WATER TOWER,
STANDING ONLY A FEW FEET FROM THE CYBORG AND
THE FRIGHTENED OLD LADY. THE CYBORG SEES VIPER.

CYBORG
Don’t come any closer,
Or she falls to her death.

VIPER
Wow. You talk?

CYBORG
Yes I talk. I used to be human,
Idiot. I once was a man in the
Military before they did this to
Me. But I’m still a soldier.

VIPER
Why are you doing all of this?

CYBORG
I’m pissed off. I gave all those
Years to them, and they go and
Do this. I was apart of a tank
Platoon in Iraq. One day, while
On a country road, we were ambushed
And bombed. My team was dead. I
Survived – barely. That was when the
Fucking military decided to find another
Use for me: turning me into a damn Monster. I would’ve rather died, than To live my life this way. No longer will I be the military’s bitch.

VIPER
But what does the old lady have to do With it?

THE CYBORG LOOKS AT THE OLD LADY. SHE IS TERRIFIED. IT THEN LOOKS BACK AT VIPER.

CYBORG
Nothing.

THE CYBORG THROWS THE OLD LADY OVER TO VIPER, WHO CATCHES HER. THE CYBORG THEN JUMPS FROM THE WATER TOWER TO THE SIDEWALK BELOW. COPS FIRE AT THE TARGET AS IT RUNS DOWN THE STREET.

CANON
(ON RADIO) It’s on the move. Send in the Autos.

AUTOMATED FIGHTERS SHOOT OFF FROM A NEAR-BY MILITARY BASE. VIPER MANAGES TO BRING THE OLD LADY SAFELY BACK DOWN TO THE SIDEWALK.

OLD LADY
(GRATEFUL) Oh, thank you so Much.

VIPER
It’s what I do, ma’am.

VIPER JOINS HIS PARTNER OVER AT THE HUMMER.

VIPER
Where’d he go?

CANON
He’s running.

THE AUTOMATED FIGHTERS ARRIVE. AND THEY FIRE
HEAVY ARTILARY AT THE MOVING CYBORG. THE FIRE POWER DESTROYS BUILDINGS AND CARS.

CANON
(ON RADIO) Cyborg #238 isn’t Going down. Use nuke power – Now!

THE CYBORG RUNS AT FULL SPEED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET. THE FIGHTERS COME BACK AROUND, AND FIRE OFF TWO NUCLEAR MISSILES AT THE CYBORG. THE POWERFUL BLAST KNOCKS THE CYBORG OUT.
EXT. MAIN STREET – DAY

15 MINUTES LATER THE MILITARY IS ON SIGHT TO CLAIM THE CYBORG’S BODY. ALL AROUND THEM IS DESTROYED BUILDINGS FROM THE MASSIVE EXPLOSION.

GEN. ATNER
Good job, soldier. The military
Thanks you.

CANON
Not a problem, sir.

CANON AND THE GENERAL SHAKE HANDS.

GEN. ATNER
Where is your partner?

CANON LOOKS AROUND.

CANON
I don’t know, sir.

GEN. ATNER
Oh well. I’ll thank him another Time.

THE GENERAL WALKS AWAY.

CANON GETS INTO THE HUMMER TO FIND VIPER ALREADY SITTING IN THE PASSENGER SEAT.

CANON
You were here? The general Wanted to congratulate you.

VIPER
I’ll see him again.

CANON
Something wrong?
VIPER
Yeah. (PAUSE) That cyborg
Is my brother.

CANON
What? How so?

VIPER
I told you that my older
Brother, Todd, died in Iraq –
Remember?

CANON
So.

VIPER
That cyborg was killed in a
Tank bombing in Iraq just like
Todd. It was the only survivor –
Like Todd.

CANON
And you really believe that
That thing is Todd?

VIPER
100%. And you know what?

CANON
What?

VIPER
I have a feeling this isn’t
Over.

CANON STARTS UP THE HUMMER AND DRIVES OFF.
EXT. SIDE OF ROAD – DAY

THE MILITARY VEHICLE TRANSPORTING THE CYBORG IS FOUND UPSIDE DOWN OFF TO THE SIDE OF THE ROAD. THE CYBORG EMERGES FROM THE BACK OF THE VEHICLE.

CYBORG
I’m not dead, yet.

THE CYBORG DISAPPEARS INTO THE NEAR-BY WOODS.

INT. VIPER’S APARTMENT – NIGHT

VIPER IS ON THE PHONE WITH HIS GIRLFRIEND, MARCY, TALKING ABOUT WHAT IS ON HIS MIND.

MARCY
You believe it’s him?

VIPER
Yeah. I know it.

MARCY
Then maybe you should Talk to General Atner, and See what he may be able to Help you with.

VIPER
Maybe I should. Okay, I’ll Talk to you tomorrow.

MARCY
Bye.

VIPER
Bye.

VIPER HANGS UP THE TELEPHONE.
EXT. JET HANGER – NIGHT
U.S. MILITARY BASE
AFTER HOURS


INT. MILITARY BOARD ROOM – DAY
8:00 AM

THIS MORNING, TOP MILITARY OFFICIALS ASSEMBLE TO DISCUSS THE MISSING JET FROM LAST NIGHT. THEY SUSPECT THAT THIS IS THE WORK OF THE CYBORG.

GEN. ATNER
We already have military search Crews out looking for the stolen Jet. We believe that sometime Today Cyborg #238 will use the Jet for an air assault against our Base and facility. And –

ARMY OFFICER
Sir?

AN ARMY OFFICER INTERRUPTS THE MEETING FROM THE DOOR WAY.

GEN. ATNER
What is it?

ARMY OFFICER
Special Agent Viper wants to See you in your office. He says It’s urgent.

GEN. ATNER
Excuse me.

THE GENERAL EXITS THE BOARD ROOM.
INT. GEN. ATNER’S OFFICE – DAY

INSIDE ATNER’S OFFICE.

GEN. ATNER
Your brother?

VIPER
Yes, sir. His name is
Todd Early. And we’re
Half brothers, same father,
Different mothers.

GEN. ATNER
This is vital knowledge I
Believe we can use. Do
You think he remembers you?

VIPER
He remembers the tank bombing
In Iraq, but me, maybe not.

GEN. ATNER
You’re going to sit in on the board
Meeting. I still think we can use you
To bring him in. Let’s go.

THE TWO EXITS ATNER’S OFFICE FOR THE BOARD ROOM.

EXT. IN THE SKY – DAY

TWO MILITARY JETS, EAGLES #1 AND #2, PATROL
THE AIRSPACE FOR CYBORG #238, AND THE STOLEN
JET.

EAGLE #1
This is Eagle #1. No sign of the fugitive.

EAGLE #2
What’s that?!
OUT OF NOWHERE, COMES THE CYBORG IN THE STOLEN JET. IT LOCKS ONTO EAGLE #1 AND FIRES A MISSILE, DESTROYING THE JET. THE CYBORG SHOOTS EAGLE #2, AND THE JET CRASHES INTO A MOUNTAIN.

CYBORG
Now where’s that damn research Facility?

THE CYBORG SETS A COURSE FOR THE MILITARY RESEARCH FACILITY, WHERE IT WAS CREATED.

INT. MILITARY RESEARCH FACILITY – DAY

INSIDE, THE SCIENTISTS ARE HARD AT WORK ON NEW CYBORGS FOR THE MILITARY.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE FACILITY – DAY

OUTSIDE, THE CYBORG IS FAST APPROACHING. THE FACILITY IS LOCKED ONTO, AND TWO MISSILES HIT AND DESTROY THE FACILITY.

CYBORG
Yeah!

THE CYBORG IS NOW APPROACHING THE MILITARY BASE.

CYBORG
You’re next.


THE CYBORG IS NOW RUNNING.
VIPER
Get closer!

THE HELICOPTER SPEEDS UP AND GETS WITHIN A FEW FEET OF THE MOVING CYBORG.

VIPER
Okay! Good enough!

NOW WITHIN CLOSE ENOUGH RANGE, VIPER AIMS THE POWER GUN AT THE CYBORG. THE POWER IS A WEAPON DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR CYBORGS TO SHUT THEM DOWN. VIPER HAS THE TARGET LOCKED.

VIPER
Sorry, Todd.

A STEELE ARROW IS SHOT INTO THE CYBORG’S BACK, DELIVERING A MASSIVE ELECTRIC CHARGE THAT KNOCKS THE CYBORG OFFLINE LIKE A COMPUTER. THE CYBORG FALLS FACE FIRST INTO THE SAND.
INT. UNDERGROUND LABORATORY – NIGHT
DETROIT CITY, MICHIGAN

THE CYBORG IS CHAINED AND BOLTED DOWN IN A CAGE HALF A MILE BENEATH DETROIT CITY STREETS IN A TOP-SECRET UNDERGROUND LAB. VIPER, WITH OVERSIGHT FROM GENERAL ATNER, WILL ATTEMPT TO MAKE CYBORG #238 REMEMBER ITS HUMANITY. VIPER WILL DO SO USING OLD FAMILY PHOTOS. VIPER PUTS A PICTURE CLOSE TO THE CYBORG’S FACE, WHICH ONLY ANGERS IT.

VIPER
What’s the matter, Todd?
Is your humanity coming back?

CYBORG
I am Cyborg #238!

VIPER
No! You are a man! Now Remember who you are!
You are Todd Early of the U.S. Army!

CYBORG
No! Leave me alone! I’ll kill You!

THE CYBORG CANNOT BREAK ITS RESTRAINTS. IT CANNOT MOVE AN INCH.

VIPER
You can’t kill me. I’m Your brother. You wouldn’t Kill family! I know you!

CYBORG
I have no brother! I’m a Cyborg!
VIPER
Bullshit! We are brothers! And I
Can prove it. What’s our father’s
Name?!

CYBORG
(CRYING) No!

VIPER
What’s our father’s fucking name?!

CYBORG
(CRYING) Sam Martin!

VIPER
Sam what? What?

CYBORG
(BREATHING) You heard me.
I said, Sam Martin. (PAUSE) And
I am PFC Todd Early of the U.S. Army.
I remember everything.

GENERAL ATNER LOOKS ON INTENTLY. VIPER SMILES.

VIPER
That’s right, you son-of-a-bitch,
You do remember.

VIPER LOOKS UP AT THE GENERAL.

VIPER
Sir, you don’t have to deactivate
Him.

GEN. ATNER
Yes I do.

GENERAL ATNER PULLS A GUN ON VIPER.

VIPER
Sir, what are you doing?
GEN. ATNER
I’m making sure that you don’t
Interfere with the deactivation.
We do not want a man-made
Killing machine with humanity.
We want ruthless, predictable
Cyborg soldiers to do the military’s
Bidding. I’m sorry, but your brother
Is no good.

GENERAL ATNER SHOOTS VIPER IN THE HEART. VIPER
SLOWLY FALLS TO THE FLOOR.

CYBORG
No!

THE CYBORG BREAKS OFF ITS CHAINS AND BOLTS. IT
KNOCKS THE CAGE DOOR AWAY.

GEN. ATNER
Deactivate him now!

THE ANGRY CYBORG LUNGES AT THE GENERAL.
THE SCREEN GOES BLACK. FROM THAT DAY ON,
GENERAL ATNER OR CYBORG #238 WERE NEVER
SEEN AGAIN. AND SOMEHOW LUKE CANON BECAME
THE GENERAL TO REPLACE ATNER, AND TO OVERSEE
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW CYBORG SOLDIERS.

FADE OUT.

ENDING CREDITS.